
CUSTOM NATION
YOUR SHADES.  YOUR WAY.

NEW

ulta3’s Custom Nation embraces individuality 
for every woman, regardless of age or style, 
with a face and eye range that can help turn 
an ‘almost there’ product into the perfect one.

This new completely customisable collection 
of highly pigmented refills gives beauty lovers 
the freedom to define beauty on their own terms. 

With the help of Brii Wright, Elyse Knowles 
and Lily May Mac, and their 4 million followers, 
these fashion and beauty superstars are starting 
the conversation that ‘made-for-you’ beauty 
no longer needs a premium price tag. 

CUSTOMISE 

YOUR OWN 

PALETTE

EYESHADOW

BLUSH

BRONZER

HIGHLIGHTER



About ulta3  
Have you heard the beauty buzz? With a complete cosmetics range featuring on-trend products including over 100 nail polishes and 60 lipstick shades, 
ulta3 has the perfect colour for every occasion. Get the look without breaking the bank. 

www.ulta3.com.au /ulta3

For all media enquiries please contact: 
Elisa Tubecki, PR Manager, The Heat Group    |   +61 (03) 8545 7156    |   elisat@heatgroup.com.au
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BRONZE BUFF

COMET

DESERT FLOWER

MIDNIGHT

GOLDEN GIRL

SPELLBOUND

HOT SAND

SO PEACHY

BLANK CANVAS

TOTALLY TAUPE

BUBBLY

CHOCOLATE GANACHE

BLUSH REFILLS $3.95 RRP

Available in 2 shades.

CORAL CRUSH

PRETTY IN  PINK

HIGHLIGHTER REFILLS $3.95 RRP

Available in 2 shades.

MOONBEAM

SUNBEAM

BRONZER REFILLS $3.95 RRP

BAKED BRONZE

BRONZE GLOW

Available in 2 shades.

High-res images can be downloaded here – http://bit.ly/ulta3customnation
The ulta3 Custom Nation range will be available from April 1, 2018 at selected pharmacies Australia wide and online at www.ulta3.com.au 

For stockists information call 1800 181 040 

CUSTOM EYES - Brown eyes can pull off virtually every shade, but bronze and pink tones will highlight and accentuate their colour. 
Green eyes will be accentuated with purple shades and warm neutral brown tones will work wonders. Light and neutral tones 

complement blue eyes so opt for coral and champagne shades.

EYESHADOW REFILLS $2.95 RRP   

A palette made by you, for you!

The ulta3 Custom Magnetic Palette 
allows you to customize and organize 
your favourite shades all in the one place. 

With a range of high pigment highlighter, 
bronzer, blush and eyeshadow refills to 
choose from, simply pop your favourite 
shades into your magnetic palette and 
you’re ready to go! 

Instantly turn that almost-there 
foundation into the perfect match 
with these innovative shades 
adjusting drops. 

Simply add the desired amount 
to any foundation and mix in to 
lighten or deepen the shade and 
adjust the tone. 

Available in both Lightening 
and Darkening shades. 

NEW SHADE ADJUSTING DROPS $9.95 RRP NEW CUSTOM MAGNETIC  PALETTE $6 .95 RRP

Available in 12 shades.

ULTA3 CUSTOM NATIONNEW

EYESHA DOW & FACE REFILLS
These highly pigmented refills are designed to fit perfectly into the ulta3 Custom Magnetic Palette 

and are available in a range of on-trend shades across warm and cool tones. 

Most importantly, the choice is yours – fill your palette with six eyeshadows for the perfect eye look, 
or for a flawless face, choose a highlighter, bronzer or blush, with two eyeshadows.


